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DESIGN IS EVERYTHING,
EVERYTHING IS DESIGNED.



WE ARE HTDS

HIROSHI TSUNODA

HTDS is an independent design studio with a distinct vision. We believe in taking the meaning of creative 
designing one step further by emphasizing that the outcome of our projects be as innovative as possible. 
We believe in challenging boundaries. 
One of our most important aims is to integrate our creative designing philosophy into new and unexpect-
ed contexts. We manage to do this by continuously seeking new and progressive projects to venture into. 
We offer from traditional industrial designing to custom-made commissions, our team of professionals led 
by Hiroshi Tsunoda offers a variety of different services all in the line of design. 
We work through medias such as product design, furniture design, conceptual design, interior design and 
graphic design. We specialize in developing projects with aesthetic, practical, ecological, commercial and 
cost-effective productions. 
In order for the end results of our projects to be as satisfying as possible, we maintain a close dialogue 
with our clients throughout the whole designing process. 
We are a multi-cultural group of young people welded together by our passion for creative designing. 
We love what we do and we would like to think that our positive working environment is reflected in the 
result of our work. 
Our studio is located in Borne, the center of the old town in Barcelona. 

Hiroshi Tsunoda is a Japanese designer established in Barcelona since 2000. 
His fascination for the American culture, made him move to the USA and then study design in 
the prestigious Rhode Island School of Design, USA. 

In 2005 Hiroshi decided to found his own studio in Barcelona. His studio offers a variety of different 
services all in the line of design, through medias such as product design, furniture design, conceptual 
design, interior design and graphic design. 

His designs has been showed around the world: Barcelona, London, Milan, Paris, Frankfurt, Hangzhou, 
Moscow… and he has participated in a huge number of talks and events in many countries. 

Hiroshi has combined his career as a designer with university teaching. He also had realized a huge 
number of workshops.
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FIND OUT WHO WE ARE, WHAT WE DO. Japanese Ramen Restaurant
BARCELONA. SPAIN

Portable Table Lamp
BARCELONA. SPAIN

Polcelaine Tableware
BEIRUT. LEBANON

Japanese Restaurant
BARCELONA. SPAIN

Show window 
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Wall Clook
TOKYO. JAPN

Artisan Ceramic Bowl
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Polcelaine Tableware
BEIRUT. LEBANON

SHALL WE TALK?



01.
STIX
Ethanol Fire Pit Company 
PRODUCT DESIGN

cliente: ECOSMART FIRE, INC.

Stix is a contemporary stainless steel fire design 
that evokes the mood and
magnetism of a traditional campfire. Powered by 
clean-burning, environmentally friendly bioeth-
anol.

Fully portable with no need for a utility connec-
tion, effortlessly set up and easily repositioned, 
Stix’s bright flame will keep you captivated as 
well as comfortable for over 8 hours.

- Good Design Award 2011 (Australian Interna-
tional Design
Awards), 

- DesignEx Best New Product 2011 and USA’s 
2011 IIDA/HD Award for
Excellence.

AUSTRALIA
ECOSMART FIRE



P.8 STIX

top left_STIX in black finish 
top right_detail of fire pit

bottom_STIX in outdoor environment
righ page_STIX in indoor environment



cliente: DESIGNCODE, S.L.

02.
FLAMP
Portable Table Lamp 
PRODUCT DESIGN

The cable and bulb come within the box, making 
it portable and easy to carry.

It is a perfect lamp for settings calling for a 
unique or varying ambience.
The uncomplicated design has already made it 
an icon of style.

BARCELONA. SPAIN
DESIGNCODE



P.10 FLAMP

top_FLAMP campaign image
bottom_FALMP GAUDI, customizable portable lamp

right page top_FLAMP white
right bottom_FLAMP NOIR green



cliente: MARK’S, INC.

03.
FUSION
CLOCK
Wall Clock
PRODUCT DESIGN

The Fusion clock has incline downwards to show 
the hours better, since the dial of the clock facing 
directly to a person who looks at it.

And it appears to be sinking into the wall, as 
giving the incline.

Every single part of the clock is designed by the 
studio, from the clock, the pointers, to the num-
bers on it.

TOKYO. JAPAN
MARK´S



P.12 FUSION CLOCK

top left_FUSION CLOCK on the wall
top right_details of FUSION CLOCK

bottom_detals
righ page_FUSION CLOCK in environment



04.
AKI BOWL
Japanese Restaurant
PRODUCT DESIGN

cliente: SUEVICHAN, S.L.

This is the original ramen bowl for Aki Ramen in 
Gran Canaria, Spain.

The bowl is a major part of the ramen experi-
ence, so we were commissioned to design a
bowl for the Aki Ramen which encompassed the 
feel of the restaurant´s ethos.

We worked closely with a local artisan ceramicist 
on the island who created the bowls once we 
gave him the blueprints for the final design. 

As a result of this collaboration each bowl is 
unique, with our design hand carved and painted
directly onto each individual bowl.

LAS PALMAS. SPAIN
AKI RAMEN



P.14 AKI RAMEN BOWL

top left_hand drawn logo at the bottom of bowl
top right_stackable design

bottom_raw cray bowl in different stages
righ page top_the bowl in hands of the ceramist

right page bottom_ceramist on spining wheel



cliente: MAGO URBAN, S.L

05.
MULTI
BENCH
Concrete Picnic Table
URBAN FURNITURE DESIGN

The multi bench is a piece of microcement urban 
furniture that can be used as a single bench or 
two benches combined to form a picnic table.
The idea of making the bench with microcement 
came from traditional wooden picnic tables that 
are always dirty, difficult to clean, and rotten 
because of the material. 
The bench’s stackable shape allows it to be 
transported with multiple benches in a single 
shipment.

BARCELONA. SPAIN
MAGO URBAN



P.16 MULTI BENCH

top left_MULTI BENCH at the factory
top right_ready to be shipped

bottom_MULTI BENCHI coming out from the mold
righ page_MULTI BENCH in Dubai



06.
HIVE
Porcelain Tableware Brand
PRODUCT DESIGN

cliente: ARIANE FINE PORCELAIN, LTD.

The Hive collection utilises a series of hexagonal 
plates and bowls which fit
together in a beehive formation to create spec-
tacular table settings. Stacked
and layered horizontal and vertical formations 
create extraordinary food presentations.
Hive is a versatile collection which can be used 
throughout the whole dining
spectrum, being equally at home in a Michelin 
starred restaurant as on a family
lunch table.

Beirut. LEBANON
ARIANE



P.18 HIVE

top left_HIVE in tapas setting
top right_HIVE with Spanish appetizer

bottom_Japanse cold noodle presentation
righ page_Modulability of HIVE



cliente: ARIANE FINE PORCELAIN, LTD.

07.
SLOW
FAST
Porcelain Tableware
PRODUCT DESIGN

The SLOW FAST collection allows diners to enjoy 
their favorite burger and fries in a high end 
setting.

The inspiration for SLOW FAST comes from the 
fast food container, and the design brings this 
iconic shape to high-quality porcelain tableware.

SLOW FAST now offers the opportunity for 
restaurants to serve burger and fries or fish and
chips cuisine with a classy, chic presentation.

Beirut. LEBANON
ARIANE



P.20 SLOW FAST

top left_traditional milk shake cup shape
top right_pizza slice plate

top righ page_fish and chips basket



cliente: PLANNING SISPLAMO, S.L.

08.
NARA
New White Board 
PRODUCT DESIGN

Nara is a modular board that can create contin-
uous surfaces with a locking system for conve-
nient and simple use as a magnet.

It appears 
as a truly versatile concept, suitable for spaces 
of any type and size, from children’s rooms to 
kitchens.

BARCELONA. SPAIN
PLANINIG SISPLUMAMO



P.22 NARA

top_details of NARA system
left_combination sample

right page_NARA in environment



cliente: SEIKO, INC.

09.
SEIKO
MADRID
Seasonal Show window
PRODUCT DESIGN

SEIKO is one of the most famous Japanese 
watch brands in the world. 

We were assigned to design seasonal show win-
dow displays in the SEIKO shop in Madrid, Spain.  

We created different motives for four seasons, 
and vivid colors were printed on the back of each 
screen to create a subtle and elegant colored 
shadow.  

MADRID. SPAIN
SEIKO



P.24 SEIKO

top left_detail of the display
top right_display design in the show window

bottom_two displays
righ page_SEIKO shop in Madrid



cliente: HTDS

10.
UN-
DRESSED
Nyotaimori Plate
PRODUCT DESIGN

NYOTAIMORI, a fake Japanese culture of eating 
sushi on top of a naked women´s body was pop-
ular because of the famous American sitcom.  

The woman body has a beauty of sensual lines 
everywehere, and we took those lines as inspira-
tions for this plate.

The result is very elgant and very extravagant at 
the same time. 

BARCELONA. SPAIN
PROTOTYPE



P.26 UNDRESSED

top_UNDRESSED plate with sushi
bottom_UNDRESSED’s elegant and sensual shape

righ page_inspired by woman body shape



11.
LUNE
Porcelain Tableware
PRODUCT DESIGN

cliente: ARIANE FINE PORCELAIN, LTD.

The LUNE collection is impressive in appear-
ance, with striking rim design.

Food served on LUNE tableware looks different 
from every angle, creating a partially hidden, 
playful presentation.

This“hide-and-seek” display offers an attractive 
atmosphere and unique dining experience.

Beirut. LEBANON
ARIANE



P.28 LUNE

top left_stackable feature of the set
top right_bowl collection

bottom_hiding what you are eating from others
righ page_LUNE at the beautiful moment



cliente: OGATSU INKSTONE ASSOCIATION

12.
INKSTONE
PROJECT
Serving Plates
PRODUCT DESIGN

The TSUNAMI that hit the North area of Japan in 
2011, took away not only precious lives but also 
traditional craftsmanship from the area.  

As a design studio from Barcelona, we thought 
very hard what we can do to contribute some-
thing to the area, and help those traditional 
craftmanship.

We designed over 40 projects to the Ogatsu Ink-
stone Traditional Industry Center to look for new 
possiblities of the use for inkstone.  

OGATSU. JAPAN
PROTOTYPE



P.30 OGATSU

top left_serving platters
top right_serving platter with sushi

bottom_unbalanced look yet perfectly balanced
righ page_They are from OGATSU, MIYAGI, JAPAN



13.
SLIDE
Porcelain Tableware
PRODUCT DESIGN

cliente: ARIANE FINE PORCELAIN, LTD.

SLIDE is a modern yet warm collection.

SLIDE’s round inner bottom creates interesting 
effects with food even giving the impression of 
zero gravity space.

The contrast between thin edges and high walls 
highlights the food and adds a contemporary 
polish to the table.

Beirut. LEBANON
ARIANE



P.32 SLIDE

top left_perfectly round shaped bowl
top right_food looks floating thanks to its design

bottom_stackable feature
righ page_SLIDE at the beautiful moment



SHALL WE
TALK?

CONTACT :

www.wearehtds.com
info@hiroshitsunoda.com
0034 931 708 323



Hiroshi Tsunoda (Hiroshi Tsunoda Design Studio) holds the exclusive sole right on development and final production of the design that is presented in this document. Ownership of rights derived from intellectual and industrial property for the creations 
that are object of the present document exclusively belongs to Hiroshi Tsunoda (Hiroshi Tsunoda Design Studio), NIF X4055144-Z. Thus, Hiroshi Tsunoda (Hiroshi Tsunoda Design Studio) is the sole holder of the rights that correspond as author of the 
products that are object of the present document, the same in accordance to art. 2 of the Intellectual Property Law, Law 22/1987, dated November 11 on Intellectual Property, which includes ownership of the rights that are recognized in the Second Title 
of the same Law. Non-compliance of the above-mentioned conditions will be subject to an action at law before the Courts and Tribunals of the province of Barcelona, Spain.


